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ABSTRACT

Wireless optical nodes with mobility capabilities (mobile free space optics [FSO]) have emerged as a way to overcome
limitations inherent in FSO links, for example, transmitter–receiver restrictive alignment requirement. This paper proposes
the use of an angular diversity model for characterizing the performance of mobile FSO over atmospheric turbulence, and
transmitter–receiver misalignment switch-and-examine combining technique is suggested for a diversity combining under
unbalanced multireceiving configuration. A laser beam is modeled as spatial Gaussian profile, and channel fading is mod-
eled as a lognormal distribution with spatially uncorrelated samples. Analytical and statistical discussion on the resultant
output is presented, and bit error performance and processing load are numerically evaluated and compared with those
obtained using selection combining diversity schemes. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless optical communication, that is, free space optics
(FSO), offers significant advantages over radio frequency
(RF) communication, including unlicensed frequency
spectrum and high data rate transmission. However, line-
of-sight connection and the directional reception of narrow
FSO beams are major deterrents to the practical develop-
ment of mobile communication. Classified as single input
multiple output (SIMO), mobile FSO offers mobility to
an optical network. Asymmetrically unbalanced receiver
apertures with intentional misalignment are installed
to establish node mobility while maintaining optical
connection.

Free space optic-based mobile nodes can potentially be
used in a mobile ad hoc network where an infrastruc-
ture is unavailable [1] and/or in a wireless sensor network
where communication security, including freedom from
susceptibility to jamming, is important [2]. Previous works
on mobile FSO focus mainly on alignment and tracking
issues [3] and on the design of multielement structure [4,5],
which are characterized to ensure uninterrupted data flow

by auto-aligning transmitter and receiver modules. These
solutions concentrate on design and/or experimental setups
based on a simple deterministic angular diversity model.
The unbalanced multireceiving structure of optical power
distribution in a nonrandom model is characterized in [6].
The work presented in this paper introduces random atmo-
spheric turbulence into the unbalanced diversity model
of mobile FSO, where branches have unequal attenuation
coefficients.

Because mobile FSO can be modeled as multireceiving
spatial diversity, an efficient diversity-combining scheme
is required to improve performance. When compared with
all diversity techniques, maximum ratio combining—also
known as optimal combining—provides superior combin-
ing performance. However, implementation complexities
are inherent, and the system is extremely sensitive to chan-
nel estimation error. This is especially true for low signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) signals. Equal gain combining could
be considered as a proposed candidate for FSO where the
output SNR of the combiner is averaged over all receiving
branches. As a result, it is plausible that a certain number of
very low SNRs—due to misalignment—can cause a severe
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drop in output SNR. Equal gain combining is, therefore,
inefficient for systems with branches having acutely low
SNR values. Selection combining (SC), as the name sug-
gests, adheres to a selection strategy wherein the scheme
continuously switches to the branch with the highest SNR.
Even though the SC process is seemingly simple, the high
processing load and repetitive switching characterized in
SC diversity may not support the high data transmission
rates achievable in FSO communication.

This paper investigates the feasibility study of deploy-
ing a switch-and-examine combining (SEC) diversity tech-
nique for mobile FSO. When an SEC scheme is employed,
branch switching is initiated only when the active branch
SNR drops below a defined threshold, thus limiting the
switching repetitiveness that persists in an SC scheme. An
SEC receiver examines in sequence the SNR of each of its
branches and switches to the branch with an SNR deemed
acceptable.

We assume a circular configuration of receiver apertures
placed on the same plane. Intensity modulation is used for
transmitting user binary information through a free space.
It should be noted that because modulation format is inde-
pendent of intensity modulation/direct detection scheme, it
is outside the scope of this paper.

The balance of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 offers channel model consideration. Section 3
presents misalignment statistics for transmitter and
receiver relative to probability distribution. A combining
approach for diversity in mobile FSO can be found in
Section 4. Section 5 presents the simulation results, and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed mobile FSO node is constructed using
unbalanced receiver apertures installed to provide angu-
lar diversity and is assumed to maintain connectivity under
limited mobility over atmospheric turbulence conditions.

This section offers a brief review of the node structure and
channel model as they relate to mobile FSO.

2.1. Node structure

Various configurations can be considered for mobile FSO
in an ad hoc network. We assume that mobile FSO have
a circular layout and that receiving apertures are placed
on a plane with the transmitter. The transmitter is a single
branch node transmitting a Gaussian beam. The resultant
setup denotes a SIMO configuration. Any two adjacent
receiver apertures are separated by angles f�gNnD1 on a
framework, as shown in Figure 1.

The electrical signal of the nth receiver expressed in
discrete time samples is

rn D 2RPthn˛nˇnsC vn; nD 1; 2; : : : ; N (1)

where hn > 0 is the normalized time-varying channel fad-
ing coefficient associated with the nth receiver; vn is the
total additive Gaussian noise (mean I0 and variance �2v )
associated with the nth receiver; ˛n is the misalignment
coefficient resulting from angular reception; ˇn is the
attenuation coefficient due to transmitter misalignment; R
is the receiver’s responsivity; and Pt is the average optical
power equal for each branch. For simplicity, we include
2RPt D 1 to normalize the power. Note that the notation
of the discrete-time index is neglected in model (1).

2.2. Channel model

The transmitter–receiver optical channel affected by atmo-
spheric turbulence is given by h D e2�, where log-
amplitude � is a normal random variable (RV) with mean
�� and standard deviation ��, that is, “fading strength”
or “Rytov variance/parameter” in the literature. The selec-
tion of EŒh� D 1 leads us to �� D��2� . Instantaneous
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Figure 1. Illustration of mobile free space optics (FSO) in a single-input multiple-output setup.
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electrical SNR will be defined by

�n D N�ˇ
2
n˛
2
nh
2
n (2)

where, in our analysis, N� is defined as the average branch
SNR, excluding fading effect and misalignment attenuation

N� , R2P 2t

�2�
(3)

while using on–off keying modulation. For such a configu-
ration, channel state information (CSI) is defined as

f�ng
N
nD1 (4)

Knowledge of CSI equivalently leads to finding
f˛nˇnhng

N
nD1.

We assume all N paths are independent and identically
distributed. Lognormal distribution is considered to rep-
resent average atmospheric turbulence statistics, that is,
scintillation for the channel coefficient, with a probability
distribution function (PDF) in the form of [7]

fhn.hn/D
1

p
8�hn��

exp

2
64�

�
ln.hn/C 2�2�

�2
8�2�

3
75 (5)

The expression for the PDF of h2n can easily be found,
where h2n D e

4�n , deduced from Equation (5) by

f
h2n
.hn/D

1
p
32�h2n��

exp

2
64�

�
ln.hn/C 2�2�

�2
8�2�

3
75 (6)

Channel coefficients are essentially correlated in time and
space domains as a result of atmospheric eddy move-
ment. Temporal correlativeness may affect optimal detec-
tion performance when a single-input single-output system
is investigated [7]. Spatial correlativeness should be con-
sidered when a spatial-based diversity system is used to
demonstrate improved detection performance. Two impor-
tant parameters—correlation (coherence) time and corre-
lation length—in particular, represent the variation of the
time-varying fading channel in time and space domain,
respectively. These are related on the basis of Taylor’s
hypothesis by 	0 D d0=u? [8], where 	0 is correlation
time; d0 is correlation length; and u? is the perpendicular
component of the wind velocity vector to the propagation
direction.

The mutual covariance function between the log-
amplitudes �i and �j of any two fading coefficients hi and
hj associated with any two branches i and j is defined by

Ci ;j , EŒ�i�j � � EŒ�i �EŒ�j �. Note that Ci ;j D Cj ;i ,
because of the symmetry property of correlation. The cor-
relation coefficient is defined as 
i ;j , Ci ;j =�

2
x ; 0 �


i ;j � 1. Given correlation length d0, the correlation
coefficient can be expressed under some conditions by


 D e�.d=d0/
5=3

[9]. Correlation length d0 becomes the
distance at which the channel correlation coefficient is
equal to e�1 and is approximated by the Fresnel length
d0 �

p
�L. For instance, with a propagation path length,

L, of 1 km and an optical wavelength of 830 nm, the fading
correlation length is approximated by d0 D 2:4 cm, that is,
the receiver spacing required for uncorrelated scintillation
should be farther than 2.89 cm.

3. MISALIGNMENT STATISTICS

For the bit error rate (BER) performance of the mobile
FSO over a communication link to be evaluated, the branch
SNR PDF is required. In turn, the branch SNR, �n, in
Equation (2) is dependent upon the PDF of h2n, a2n, and
ˇ2n. These variables can be confidently assumed uncorre-
lated. In this case, with the aid of [10, Example 7], such an
SNR for a given receiving branch n has a PDF in terms of
a two-dimensional integral form of

f�n.�n/D
1

N�

Z 1

0

1

ˇn2
fˇn
2

�
�n

ˇ2n

�Z 1

0

1

˛2n
fh2.˛n/f˛2n

�

 
ˇ2n

N�˛2n

!
d˛ndˇn (7)

The following section centers on the statistical analysis of
misalignment characterization resulting from FSO mobil-
ity, as well as beam misalignment imposed by the transmit-
ter. As such, overall branch SNR statistics can ultimately
be characterized.

3.1. Mobile free space optic misalignment

Mobile FSO angular diversity design implies that receiv-
ing branches are not perfectly aligned to the transmitter. In
Equation (1), ˛n; 0 � ˛n � 1, was defined as the attenu-
ation factor of the nth receiver because of either misalign-
ment or angular reception. Specifically, the misalignment
coefficient ˛n for any receiver aperture n directly relates to
its azimuth angle in the transmission plane [2],

˛n D

�
exp.�'2n/; �

�
2 < 'n <

�
2

0; �
2 � 'n �

3�
2

; nD 1; 2; : : : ; N

(8)
where f'ng

N
nD1 are the azimuth angles of receivers in

a counterclockwise direction, as shown in Figure 2.
Although these angles are RVs, they are dependent on each
other on the basis of the separation angles f�ng

N
nD1. For

any given receiver n, the azimuth angle is given by

'n D 'q C

q�1X
iDn

�i ; nD 1; 2; : : : ; N (9)

where q is a given aperture with angle 'q . Note
that f�ng

N
nD1 are deterministic and fixed; therefore,
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Figure 2. Angle analysis of nodes in a single-input multiple-output setup.

Equation (9) indicates that all RVs ˆ D f'ng
N
nD1 can be

expressed in a single angle.
A small amount of symmetry can be included in the

mobile node structure to characterize the received signal
power within the branches. If the nodes are assumed to
have uniform placement on the framework, then �1 D �2 D
� � � D �N D � , which would be given by � D 2�=N . We
can assume q D 1; thus,

'n D '1C
2.n� 1/�

N
; nD 1; 2; : : : ; N (10)

Equation (10) indicates that all RVs f'ng
N
nD1 are known

if one of the variables is known. Thus, the RVs result-
ing from misalignment are entirely correlated and can be
reduced to only one variable. If an RV, defined as ' , '1,
and ��=2 < ' < 3�=2, has a PDF expressed by f'.'/,
then the PDF of all RVs are expressed by

f'n.'n/D f'

�
' �

2.n� 1/�

N

�
; nD 1; 2; : : : ; N

(11)
where ��=2 < ' < 3�=2. We assume variable ' has a
uniform distribution as

f'.'/D
1

2�
; �

�

2
< ' <

3�

2
(12)

Consequently, the PDF of ˛n can be calculated from
Equations (8) and (12) by

f˛n.˛n/D

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂:
ı.˛n/

 
1�

1

�

Z �
2
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exp.�2/

2j�j
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!
˛n D 0

1

2�
p

ln.1=˛n/˛n
0 < ˛n � 1

0; ˛n < 0 or ˛n > 1
(13)

where n D 1; 2; : : : ; N and 0 � ˛n � 1. Also, f
˛2n
.˛/ is

considered as the PDF of ˛2n, which becomes

f
˛2n
.˛n/D

1

2˛n
f˛n.˛n/ (14)

3.2. Transmitter misalignment

The implementation of a SIMO-based FSO system requires
the divergence angle of the optical beam to be wide rela-
tive to receiver head size. In such a scenario, however, a
very small sway of the transmitter will not cause a signifi-
cant power fluctuation at the receiver side. The transmitter
attenuation resulting from transmitter misalignment can be
characterized in the analysis.

Farid and Hranilovic [11,12] have provided an analyt-
ical model that derives misalignment attenuation due to
transmitter pointing error, given that a Gaussian beam
is transmitted. The authors have investigated the resul-
tant misalignment attenuation coefficient under circular
aperture form, given by [11]

ˇn � exp

 
�
2r2n

!2zeq

!
(15)

where rn is the angular displacement for branch n and !zeq

is the parameter dependent on the beam propagation prop-
erties and aperture size. Specifically, !zeq is the equivalent
beam radius at the receiver. Additional details are available
in [11]. In fact, !zeq=2 is the distance from the beam cen-

ter where light intensity drops by a factor of e�2. Assume
that the SIMO transmitter has a misalignment pointing
angle ı with respect to mobile FSO baseline, as shown in
Figures 3 and 4. Such a radial pointing error is the result of
both azimuth and elevation fluctuations of the transmitter.
Arnon [13] has presented that fluctuations can be consid-
ered on the basis of an independent Gaussian distribution
for elevation and horizontal directions. Thus, the amount of
the radial pointing error has two degrees of freedom (DoF)
with a Rayleigh distribution:

fı .ı/D
ı

�2
ı

exp

 
�
ı2

2�2
ı

!
(16)

where �ı is the overall pointing standard deviation. On
the basis of symmetry, we assume that �ı D �� D �h,
where �� and �h are the elevation and azimuth pointing
standard deviations, respectively. We can assume pointing
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Figure 3. Radial displacement error due to transmitter misalignment. FSO, free space optics.

Figure 4. Radial displacement error due to transmitter misalignment. FSO, free space optics.

standard deviation, �ı , has a small value. Thus, the proba-
bility that jıj � �=2 is extremely insignificant. Assuming
a significant propagation length relative to the diameter of
the node’s framework, that is, L � D, the displacement
error at the receiver location, shown in Figure 3, is equal to
`D Lı, with a PDF of

f`.`/D
`

�2
ı

exp

 
�

`2

2L2�2
ı

!
; `� 0 (17)

Given that the mobile FSO with radius D is small
in comparison with the beam displacement, the overall
displacement distance of a given branch n to the beam
footprint center will be

rn � `C dn (18)

where dn; dn �D, is the effective distance of the branch n
to the beam center with no pointing error—either negative,
zero, or positive. In accordance with Figure 3, dn is given
by

dn D sin.'/D (19)

which has a PDF of

fdn.dn/D
f'n

�
arcsin

�
dn
D

��
r
1�

�
dn
D

�2 (20)

for n D 1; 2; : : : ; N . The marginal PDF of rn is achieved
through the convolution of the two PDFs, which leads to

frn.rn/D

Z
dn

fdn.x/f`.rn � x/dx (21)

Assuming a uniform distribution for '1 in [0 to 2�],
dn varies from 0 to D; thus, the limit of integration in
Equation (21) is available for

frn.rn/D
1

2��2
�

Z D

0

rn � xq
1�

�
x
D

�2 exp

 
�
.rn � x/

2

2L2�2
�

!
dx

(22)
which is identical for all branches n D 1; 2; : : : ; N .
The marginal PDF of attenuation coefficient ˇn can be
computed by

fˇn.ˇn/D
!2zeq

4r 0nˇn

�
frn.r

0
n/C frn.�r

0
n/
�

(23)
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where r 0n , !zeq

q
ln.1=

p
ˇn/. Thus, f

ˇ2n
.ˇn/ will be

achievable by

f
ˇ2n
.˛n/D

1

2ˇn
fˇn.ˇn/ (24)

3.3. The correlation

The instantaneous received SNR of a specified branch
n is given by Equation (2) with a PDF described by
Equation (7). As previously mentioned, turbulence coef-
ficients are uncorrelated. Thus, all RVs hn; ˛n, and ˇn and
consequently h2n; ˛

2
n; and ˇ2n are uncorrelated, as they are

produced from different independent sources. The correla-
tion between SNRs for various branches is established in
the following.

Let us assume two different receiving illuminated
branches i and j on the framework, that is, ��=2 <

'i ; 'j < �=2. The covariance function for both variables
�i and �j is calculated by

qi ;j DEŒ�i�j ��EŒ�i �EŒ�j � (25)

The conditional covariance function, Oqi ;j , must first be cal-
culated given misalignment states ˛i ; ˛j ; ˇi , and ˇj , and
then

qi ;j DEŒ Oqi ;j � (26)

is applied. With �i and �j being replaced from
Equation (2), the covariance will be

Nqi ;j D N�E
h
h2i h

2
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jˇ
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2
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D N�E
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2
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2
j

� N�E
h
h2i

i
E
h
h2j

i
˛2i ˛

2
jˇ
2
i ˇ
2
j

D 0 (27)

Equation (27) indicates that the covariance between branch
SNRs in Equation (25) is zero; thus, the branches have
uncorrelated SNR values.

In the analysis previously, it is assumed that the paths
are associated with illuminated branches. The SNR of non-
illuminated branches, however, is zero. Assuming an even
number of branches for the circular configuration provided,
we can conclude that only N=2 of those are illuminated by
the beam. In fact, the number of effective branches is actu-
ally cut in half. Thus, the representation of node SNRs is
presented for nD 1; : : : ; N=2 by

f�n.�n/D
1

N�

Z 1

0

1

ˇ2n
f
ˇ2n

�
�n

ˇ2n

�Z 1

0

1

˛2n
fh2.˛n/f˛2n

�

 
ˇ2n

N�˛2n

!
d˛ndˇn (28)

as given by Equation (7); the SNR is zero for non-
illuminated branches:

f�n.�n/D 0; nD
N

2
C 1; : : : ; N (29)

4. THE SWITCH-AND-EXAMINE
COMBINING APPROACH

Signals from receiver apertures require combining prior to
detection, as shown in Figure 5. In this section, the authors
statistically depict SEC-switched diversity for mobile FSO.

Unlike SC diversity, switched diversity does not require
persistent monitoring of all receiving signals. Instead, the
scheme eliminates unnecessary monitoring and repetitive
switching, resulting in a lower processing load at the com-
biner. This outcome proves significant, especially given
that FSO applications are subject to a high processing load
as a consequence of high data rate communication.
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Figure 5. Structure of an unbalanced multireceiver. SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
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4.1. Switching strategy

Only a handful of diversity approaches are potentially
viable for switched diversity. Based on a switch-and-stay
combining (SSC) scheme [14,15], the combiner switches
to a new branch only after the existing received SNR falls
below a threshold �T. This switching occurs regardless of
the new branch SNR—even if it is inferior to the original
branch. A major deficiency for SSC is the high probability
that the optical beam will fail to illuminate the receiving
branch, that is, half of the receivers are not illuminated,
rendering it an unacceptable choice for mobile FSO.

The SEC diversity scheme is similar to SSC, albeit with
minor modification. A low SNR reading initiates branch
switching; however, the SNR of the new branch is consid-
ered first, for example, if the SNR is above the threshold
level, the original branch is maintained. Branch evaluation
continues to alternate branches until an acceptable SNR is
observed, and a branch selection is made. SEC is designed
on a switching threshold basis and proposes to reduce
the volume of processing load and thus implementation
complexity in the receiver design [14,16].

The SEC approach has been characterized by Yang and
Alouini in [17] and Alexandropoulos et al. in [16] Simon
and Alouini [14, Equation (9.340)] have rewritten the result
from these two uncorrelated paths. This paper proposes a
similar but more basic method for characterizing the prob-
ability distribution of the resultant SNR for FSO links, as
shown later.

4.2. Analytical analysis

Let us include the discrete time index k in the analytical
discussion. For a receiver with N branches (N even), only
M , N=2 branches illuminated by the incident beam par-
ticipate in the combining process. Without loss of general-
ity, suppose the combiner is currently connected to branch
n of an N -branch receiver. To avoid confusion, we recall
several notation definitions as follows:

�nŒk�: instantaneous received SNR at branch n
at time k

�Œk�: combined (resultant) received SNR at time k
� : combined (resultant) received SNR variable
n: active branch at time k
�T: switching threshold

We emphasize that �n is the total instantaneous SNR at
receiver n; thus, the analysis is applicable to SIMO con-
figuration. Because sequence events f�Œk� D �i Œk�g

M
iD1

are mutually exclusive, the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the resultant SNR can be generally rewritten
as [17,18]

FSEC.�/D

MX
iD1

P .�Œk�D �i Œk� and �i Œk�� �/ (30)

By considering the mutually exclusive property of
sequence f�Œk� D �i Œk�g

M
iD1, the CDF can be deduced

from Equation (30):

FSEC.�/DMP.�Œk�D �nŒk� and �nŒk�� �/ (31)

Given SEC switching strategy, there are a number of pos-
sible cases in which equality �Œk� D �nŒk� may occur,
where

�Œk�D �nŒk� iff

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
:̂

�Œk � 1�D �n�1Œk � 1�

and �n�1 < �T and �nŒk�� �T
or

�Œk � 1�D �n�2Œk � 1�

and
n�1\
1Dn�2

�i Œk� < �T and �nŒk�� �T

or
:::

�Œk � 1�D �1Œk � 1�

and
n�1\
iD1

�i Œk� < �T and �nŒk�� �T

or

�Œk � 1�D �M Œk � 1�

and
n�1\
iDN

�i Œk� < �T and �nŒk�� �T

or
:::

�Œk � 1�D �nC1Œk � 1�

and
n�1\
iDnC1

�i Œk� < �T and �nŒk�� �T

or

�Œk � 1�D �nŒk � 1� and �nŒk�� �T
(32)

Equation (23) lists all possible cases in which the nth
receiver is the current receiver at time k. Because receiver
apertures are symmetrically placed on the platform,
\siDt�i Œk� < �T for t > s becomes

s\
iDt

�i Œk�,

0
@M\
iDt

�i Œk�

1
A\ 

s\
iD1

�i Œk�

!
(33)

recalling that events �Œk�1�D �i Œk�1�; i D 1; 2; : : : ;M ,
are mutually exclusive. Consequently, any “and” combina-
tion will also be exclusive. Branches are equally likely to
be selected because of the symmetry of receiver apertures
on the platform. Thus, applying the occurrence probability
of each case (exclusive of the last term) as 1=.M � 1/ in
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Equation (32) and by substituting the simplified expression
in the CDF in Equation (30) yields

FSEC.�/D
M

M � 1

MX
jD1

P

8̂<
:̂
�Œk � 1�D �q Œk � 1� and �nŒk�� �T

and
n�1T

iDn�1�j

�Œk�D �T and �nŒk�� �

9>=
>;

CMP

�
�Œk � 1�D �nŒk � 1� and �nŒk�� �T

and �nŒk�� �

	
(34)

The combiner monitors instantaneous SNR at a com-
bining iteration period that is amply large when compared
with coherence time. Consequently, the uncorrelated pair
�nŒk� and �q Œk� are independent of their corresponding
values at time k � 1. By understanding that P f�Œk� D
�nŒk�g D 1=M and, similarly, P f�Œk � 1�D �nŒk � 1�g D
1=M for any value of n, CDF is evaluated in the form

FSEC.�/D
1

M � 1

M�1X
jD1

P

(
n�1T
iDn�j

�i Œk�D �T \ �T � �nŒk�� �

)

CP f�nŒk�� �T and �nŒk�� �g (35)

Depending on the value of �T, FSEC.�/ converts to

FSEC.�/D

�
G� .�/ � < �T
F� .�/�F� .�T/CG� � � �T

(36)

where F� .�/ is the marginal CDF of the resultant SNR,
� . Recalling that n can be any given branch n 2

f1; 2; : : : ;M g, simply by choosing n D M , G� .�/ is
calculated by

G� .�/D
M

M � 1

M�1X
jD1

P

(
n�1T

iDn=2�j

�i Œk�� �T and �M Œk�� �

)
(37)

which extends to

G� .�/D
M

M � 1
fP f�m�1Œk�� �T and �M Œk�� �g

CP f�M�2Œk�� �T and �M�1Œk�� �T

and �M Œk�� �g C � � �

CP f�1Œk�� �T : : : and �M�1Œk�� �T

and �M Œk�� �gg (38)

To provide a clear understanding of Equation (38), we
illustrate that for an M -branch combiner

P f�1Œk�� �T : : : and �K�1Œk�� �T and �K Œk�� �g

D

Z �T

0
� � �

Z �T

0„ ƒ‚ …
K�1

�
f�n.�n/

�K�1 d�n

�

Z 1
0
� � �

Z 1
0„ ƒ‚ …

M�K

�
f�n.�n/

�M�K d�n

�
R �
0 f�n.�n/d�n

(39)
for any integer 2 � K � M . The PDF of the resultant �
can be mathematically expressed by

fSEC.�/D

�
g� .�/ � < �T
f� .�/C g� .�/ � � �T

(40)

where f� .�/ is the marginal PDF derivable from

Equation (7) and g� .�/ , .d=d� /G� .�/. By applying
an optimal detection for an extremely large number of
symbols, the average BER is achievable by

P eSEC D

Z 1
0

fSEC.�/Q.
p
�/d� (41)

where Q.�/ is one-dimensional Q-function.

5. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

This section provides numerical evaluation of mobile FSO
over average atmospheric turbulence and node mobil-
ity. BER is numerically measured by sending intensity-
modulated symbols through a fading channel and then
detecting the received symbols using an optimal detec-
tor. We assume the mobile FSO has N receiving apertures
installed unbalanced on a framework of D D 20 cm with
a transmission length of L D 1 km. Additional process-
ing load (APL) due to diversity is defined as the number
of monitoring occurrences of inactive branches to the total
number of branches. Subsequently, the processing load for
SC is N �1 and for SEC is �=	 , where  is the number of
inactive branch monitoring occurrences in a period 	 and �
is the combining iteration period. Based on SEC switching
strategy, APL � N � 1, indicating that it is always less
than SC.

A symbol-by-symbol detection method is used, assum-
ing perfect CSI in Equation (4) is available. On–off keying
modulation is employed for simulation purposes. When
referred, definition N� in Equation (3) is used as the aver-
age branch SNR in the performance plots. To normalize
the power, we include 2RPt D 1. Lognormal distribution
is applied for channel fading distribution with independent
samples. By default, fading turbulence is considered to be
average by setting �� D 0:1. We assume uniform but inde-
pendent distributions for misalignment angle '1 through
PDFs f'.'/, changing from ��=2 and 3�=2. By using
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Equation (10), all other variables f'ngNnD2 can be deter-
mined. Any misalignment gain factor of f˛ngNnD1 has a
value between 0 and 1, given in Equation (8). For trans-
mitter misalignment, we include !zeq D 3m with a fluctu-
ation standard deviation in the range of �' D 2 � 10�4

to calculate the misalignment statistics of fˇngNnD1 in
Equation (15). Under this value for �' , the corresponding
jitter standard deviation will be equal to L�' D 20 cm.

It is possible that an optimum threshold for SEC that
minimizes BER performance may indeed exist, as shown
in Figure 6. For high values of �T, the combiner is
unable to find an acceptable branch, thus remains locked
to one branch. Hence, SEC works as an unbalanced single
receiver. For low values of �T, the situation is far supe-
rior as the chance of switching is higher than when large
�T values are chosen. Optimal points will be applied in
forthcoming simulations.
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Figure 6. Bit error rate (BER) versus switching threshold �T, for
an N-branch mobile free space optics with switch-and-examine

combining. �� D 0:1, �ı D 2x10�3; and N� D 20 dB.
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Figure 7 is presented to highlight the effect of the num-
ber of branches on SEC BER performance. As demon-
strated, N D 4 results in poor mobile FSO performance.
Compared with the performance at N D 6, the BER per-
formance loss at an SNR equal to N� D 20 dB is about
10 dB. However, this loss is negligible, for example, 1 dB,
when the number of branches is decreased from N D 12

to N D 10. Figure 8 compares SC and SEC BER perfor-
mances. SC performance is superior, for example, the BER
performance of SC havingN D 6 is superior to that of SEC
with N D 8, which is approximately 2.2 dB at N� D 20 dB.
Figure 9 exhibits the effect of �ı on BER performance.

Processing load resulting from a combining perfor-
mance criterion is presented in Table I . When compared
with SC performance, SEC decreases the processing load
in the combiner. The amount of saving is listed in Table I
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Table I. Saving in combiner’s processing load for switch-and
examine combining relative to selection combining at �� D 0:1

and �ı D 2� 10�3.

Signal-to-noise ratio (dB) Saving in processing load (%)

N D 6 N D 8 N D 12

N� D 5 47.95 51.39 55.85
N� D 14 63.70 64.09 64.16
N� D 23 65.70 65.45 65.50

for N D 6; 8; 12. Increasing the number of branches con-
tributes to a higher load for both SC and SEC. For low
SNR values, for example, N� D 5 dB, the saving for SEC
compared with that for SC is nearly unchanged.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Deployment of mobility-based FSO links is complicated
because highly sensitive FSO links are subject to misalign-
ment. This paper proposes and then analyzes a circular
structure for mobile FSO apertures by providing mobil-
ity to FSO nodes in wireless sensor networks and mobile
ad hoc networks. In this work, mobile FSO was evaluated
under SIMO configuration. A small number of receiver
apertures were intentionally misaligned to provide angular
diversity. The transmitted laser beam is assumed as Gaus-
sian profile undergone by transmitter sway fluctuations.
Channels are considered uncorrelated under average turbu-
lence conditions. Accordingly, an SEC diversity technique
is suggested for combining purposes because of its low
processing load; however, an optimal switching threshold
is required for performance optimization.
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